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While the term Open Access (OA) has its origins in the 2002 Budapest Open Access

Initiative (BOAI), the concept and practice of OA has been around for at least fifteen

years. Yet today there is no single universally agreed definition of OA. Not only is this

unsatisfactory, but it is allowing opponents and foot-draggers to dilute OA's purpose.

What the OA movement needs, suggests Richard Poynder, is a canonical definition

of OA and an official organisation charged with overseeing and certifying OA

initiatives.

Recently I received a press release from The Biochemical Society informing me that

the entire back archive of the Society’s flagship journal the Biochemical Journal (BJ)

had been digitised and is now freely available online.

As a result all 392 copies of the journal published since its launch in 1906 (340,000

pages) are now freely available on the Web. This cornucopia, the press release

added, includes seminal papers that have “shaped the face of modern cellular and

molecular biology”.

There is no doubt that this valuable addition to the corpus of freely available

biochemical research is a welcome development, and everyone who helped to make

it happen should be applauded — not least the Wellcome Trust and JISC (Joint

Information Systems Committee), who provided funding for the project.

Open Access?

However, the news prompted me to wonder how (if at all) the project would further

the aims and objectives of the Open Access Movement. After all, the primary focus

of OA is to make newly published research freely available on the Web, not historical

backfiles.

I was also not clear whether BJ is itself an open access journal. So I emailed the PR

Company that had sent me the press release to find out. A short while later I

received the answer: “I've had a chat with Audrey McCulloch at the Biochemical

Society and she confirms that the Biochemical Journal is indeed an open access

journal.”

This surprised me because when I looked at the BJ web site I found a page

containing a long list of subscription options. These indicated that it costs from

£1,630.00 to £2,118.00 a year to subscribe to BJ.

Of course, there is no reason why a publisher should not charge a subscription for its

print journal while making its papers freely available on the Web. Nor is there any

reason to assume that people would not subscribe to a print journal in such

circumstances. Looking at the BJ website, however, this did not seem to be the case.

As I was scratching my head over this I received an e-mail from Audrey McCulloch

herself. “Perhaps I should clarify in what sense BJ is an 'open access' journal,” she

wrote. “As soon as a manuscript is accepted for publication, the raw manuscript (as

submitted to us by the author) is published online as an 'Immediate Publication'. You

can find further details of this at http://www.biochemj.org/bj/imps/toc.htm. These

[preprints] are freely available."

She continued: "Authors manuscripts then go through the copyediting, proofreading,

typesetting and other processes and are published in print and online in journal

issues. These 'value-added' publications are subscription-only for six months after
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they are published, and then made freely available."

So this means, I asked, that preprints are open access, but published articles are

only available to paying subscribers? "Yes, that's correct,” confirmed McCulloch.

“The typeset (value-added) articles are Toll Access [TA] for the first six months after

publication only. The immediate publications remain freely available at all times (i.e.

access to these is not turned off during the six months toll-only access to the typeset

articles).”

In other words, the BJ backfile includes everything the journal has published up to six

months ago.

Somewhat slippery definition

But this struck me as a somewhat slippery definition of an OA journal. After all, OA

journals make the final PDF of articles they publish available online immediately, not

six months after publication.

However, looking at the BJ web site I could see that its authors were also

encouraged to self-archive their papers.

As BJ's FAQ puts it, if you publish a paper in the journal you can “after obtaining our

permission (which would not be withheld unreasonably) and provided that the journal

is acknowledged as the original source .. [mount] .. the PDF file of the electronic

version of your article on your personal web site, provided you include the following

statement: 'Mounted on the Internet with permission from Portland Press (year of

publication)'"

(Portland Press is the wholly owned publishing subsidiary of The Biochemical

Society and publisher of BJ).

In other words, BJ is a green journal, and a liberal one at that. Indeed, some OA

advocates would argue that BJ's self-archiving policy is sufficient in itself.

But while this makes BJ a green journal, it is inaccurate to describe it as an OA (i.e.

gold) journal. (See here for further details on the distinction between green and gold

OA).

After all, if we accept that BJ is an OA journal because it allows self-archiving,

because it releases the final PDF on the Web on an embargoed basis, or because it

makes preprints freely available on the Web, then we surely have to conclude that

many — if not all — the 93% of journals that currently endorse author self-archiving

are also OA journals, including those published by the largest scholarly publisher,

Reed Elsevier.

What is an OA journal?

What do we conclude from this? I think we can confidently infer that the Biochemical

Society's characterisation of BJ as an OA journal was not intended to mislead me,

but simply further evidence (if it were needed) that many people continue to be

confused about OA.

Indeed, OA advocates themselves are still puzzling over definitions and labels. Last

week, for instance, Springer's Jan Velterop wondered aloud on his blog what

constitutes an OA journal. Are they, he asked, "journals that publish OA articles, or

journals that publish only OA articles?"

The same question, he said, applies when seeking to define an open access

publisher. After all, he said, if one restricts the term to those who only publish OA

papers "one risks overlooking — no, one overlooks — all the open access articles

that are published in journals that are not exclusively open access."

"Good point," responded OA advocate Peter Suber on his blog. "The BMC [BioMed

Central] journals, for example, are unmistakably OA, but most provide OA only to

their original research articles, not to their review articles."

Exploring the issue further, Suber added, "One property of OA journals is that they

provide OA to their OA articles themselves and don't merely permit authors to do it

through OA archiving. But that doesn't settle the question whether a certain portion of
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a journal's articles must be OA for the journal itself to be considered OA."

He continued: "It would be tempting to conclude that 'full OA journals' and 'hybrid OA

journals' differ only in degree, not in kind. But that's not quite accurate either, since

there's an important difference, in kind, between journals who let authors choose

between OA and TA and journals that have already decided to make all their articles

(of a certain kind) OA."

How, I wondered, would self-archiving advocate Stevan Harnad answer Velterop's

questions. "I think a fairer and more logical statement is that there are OA publishers,

TA publishers, and hybrid OA/TA publishers," he replied. "However, I would insist that

a publisher that makes all his articles OA online is a 100% OA publisher even if he

still sells TA paper subscriptions, since OA isn't and never was, about free access to

paper editions."

He added: "the target content for OA, by the way, is only peer-reviewed research

articles, not all articles, nor even all articles that appear in peer-reviewed journals:

journals like Science and Nature , after all, publish commissioned news items and

reviews too, by staff writers."

We might usefully add here that an OA journal also makes its papers freely available

immediately, not (à la BJ) six months after publication — but more on that later.

Clearly there is an ongoing debate here. But Velterop, of course, has his own

agenda. He was appointed Director of Open Access at Springer last year, and so is

clearly keen both to promote Springer's Open Choice initiative, and to stress

Springer's OA-friendliness.

Indeed, those with a more suspicious nature may be inclined to conclude that

Velterop would dearly love to redefine OA to better suit the needs of his new

employer.

What is certain is that as a former publisher at BioMed Central — and long-time OA

advocate — Velterop understands the issues only too well. As such he was surely

not posing his questions purely in a spirit of philosophical enquiry.

All things to all men

What is also clear is that however benign the Biochemical Society's

misrepresentation of BJ as an OA journal, and however exploratory Velterop's

comments may have been, there are some scholarly publishers — and those who

represent publishers' interests — who are more than happy to exploit the current

ambiguities surrounding OA.

In fact, the signs have been there for some time. I personally drew attention to the

issue two and a half years ago, and suggested that we were about to go through a

period in which OA would come to mean "all things to all men".

Shortly thereafter, an anonymous poster on the American Scientist Open Access

Forum wondered why Nature Immunology was using the term open access on its

website without apparent justification. (A reference that was subsequently removed).

And as time passes so publisher attempts to appropriate OA have increased, both in

frequency and egregiousness.

Last March, for instance, ACS (the American Chemical Society) announced a new

policy in which it said it planned to “post, for public accessibility 12 months after

publication, the peer-reviewed version of authors' manuscripts on the National

Library of Medicine's PubMed Central."

The announcement was a pre-emptive response to the impending US National

Institutes of Health (NIH) policy “on enhancing public access to archived publications

resulting from NIH-funded research"; a policy intended to encourage NIH-funded

researchers to self-archive their papers in PubMed Central.

ACS presented its own policy statement as an altruistic initiative designed to relieve

authors of the "administrative burden of compliance", and as a "method of further

opening access to its content."
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Redefining Open Access

In reality, however, in offering to archive authors' papers for them, ACS was seeking

to limit the number of authors who might self-archive their papers earlier than 12

months (since the NIH had requested they do so "as soon as possible").

In short, while implying that it was embracing and supporting Open Access, ACS was

deliberately acting against the spirit of the NIH policy, and implying that embargoed

access was the same as Open Access — a tactic I discussed at the time.

The fact is, however, that ACS remains one of the most obdurate opponents of OA.

Unlike 93% of scholarly journals, for instance, ACS journals still insist that their

authors sign a Copyright Transfer Agreement (CTA) that requires them to give up the

right to self-archive their papers. Specifically, it states that "Authors/employers may

[only] post the title of the paper, abstract (no other text), tables, and figures of their

own papers on their own Web sites, and include these items in their own scholarly,

research papers."

Crucially, there is no mention in the CTA of PubMed Central or the NIH policy. As

such, most researchers signing it will presumably assume that they are also agreeing

not to archive their papers in PubMed Central.

Nor is ACS the only scholarly publisher intent on making embargoed access

synonymous with Open Access. Shortly before the ACS statement, for instance, the

Nature Publishing Group (NPG) announced that it would encourage its authors "to

submit the author's version of the accepted, peer-reviewed manuscript to their

relevant funding body's archive, for release six months after publication."

NPG added that "authors will also be encouraged to archive their version of the

manuscript in their institution's repositories (as well as on their personal web sites),

also six months after the original publication."

While OA advocates greeted the NPG announcement with enthusiasm some later

saw NPG's weasel words for what they were. Since NPG had previously encouraged

authors to self-archive immediately on publication, NPG was in reality introducing a

six-month embargo where no embargo previously existed — a move Harnad

immediately dubbed "Back-Sliding."

Delayed open access publisher

In short, as publishers are coming under increasing pressure to make concessions to

OA they are seeking to redefine it, both by diluting the definition of what an OA

journal is, and by introducing self-archiving embargoes.

To be fair, there are two ways of interpreting this: one is that publishers are simply

trying to ensure a gradual and orderly transition from Toll Access to Open Access;

another is that they have embarked on a campaign intended to emasculate OA.

Following the behaviour of the Royal Society last December, however, some have

concluded that the latter explanation is more likely. Specifically, the Society made the

meaningless claim that it was a “delayed open access publisher" — on the grounds

that it makes its papers freely available 12 months after publication.

This claim was viewed in a particularly uncharitable light since the Society made it

after receiving an Open Letter from 42 disgruntled fellows (a number that has

subsequently grown to 64, including 6 Nobel prize-winners) strongly objecting to a

position statement the Society had published the month before.

Widely perceived as an attack on OA, the Society's position statement was

undoubtedly an attempt to derail the draft proposal published last June by Research

Councils UK (RCUK). This envisaged mandating publicly-funded researchers in the

UK to self-archive their published papers in institutional repositories.

Unsurprisingly, the Society's self-definition was greeted with considerable derision by

open access advocates. “There is no such thing as 'delayed open access publishing',

otherwise all publishers are 'delayed open access publishers', some merely having

very long delay periods, corresponding to human mortality and the heat death of the

universe," commented Harnad sarcastically. "The Royal Society, like all non-OA

publishers, is an embargoed-access publisher."
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On reflection, Harnad conceded that since the Royal Society allows authors to

self-archive their papers in an institutional OA repository it too is a green publisher.

However, since only 15% of authors do currently self-archive, the Society is clearly

reluctant to make it mandatory.

Indeed, the Society's stratagem may not have been without some effect. At the time

of writing, no progress has yet been made with the RCUK proposal, which has

missed a number of deadlines for implementation.

Wiggle room

But perhaps we should not be too critical of publishers. Rightly or wrongly they

believe that OA poses a significant threat to their income, and they are

understandably keen to protect that income.

Indeed, one could justifiably argue that the OA movement has only itself to blame for

the current situation, since it has signally failed to produce a canonical definition of

OA.

Thus while there have been a number of statements and declarations about OA —

including the 2002 Budapest Open Access Initiative, the 2003 Berlin Declaration on

Open Access to Knowledge in the Sciences and Humanities, and the Bethesda

Statement on Open Access Publishing — these all describe OA in slightly different

ways. In addition, there is the BioMed Central Open Access Charter and the Public

Library of Science [PLoS] definition of OA, both of which are different again.

And OA advocates have never sought to amalgamate these various descriptions in

order to produce a single universal statement of what OA is, and what it entails.

True, in 2003 Suber made an unofficial attempt, but this tends to highlight the

differences, rather than the similarities. Moreover, he omitted to include the Berlin

Declaration in his analysis.

OA advocates often stress that the various definitions of OA agree on the

fundamentals, but it is clear that the absence of a canonical definition is a source of

considerable confusion, and leads to frequent factional sniping amongst OA

advocates.

Crucially, this state of affairs allows publishers to mix and match different aspects of

the various definitions in order to overplay their OA credentials. In seeking to talk up

Springer's Open Choice, for instance, Velterop referred not to the most widely-cited

definition outlined in the BOAI, but to the Bethesda Statement — because, as

Velterop pointed out, the Bethesda Statement "carries the following rider: 'Open

access is a property of individual works, not necessarily journals or publishers.'"

In other words, the lack of a single definitive description of OA also gives publishers

and OA opponents wiggle room to seek to redefine OA for their own purposes.

Regrettable oversight

There is perhaps no better example of the risks inherent in this vagueness than the

way that it is allowing publishers to equate embargoed access with Open Access.

After all, since the OA movement has not sufficiently stressed that OA implies

immediate access, it is often difficult to challenge such claims.

The BOAI, for instance, states that the prerequisite for OA is the "free availability [of

scholarly papers] on the public internet, permitting any users to read, download,

copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them for

indexing, pass them as data to software, or use them for any other lawful purpose,

without financial, legal, or technical barriers other than those inseparable from

gaining access to the internet itself."

This description makes no mention of the need for "immediate" access. (Neither

does the Berlin Declaration).

Since the BOAI description is the most often cited, the failure to stress immediacy,

says Harnad, was a regrettable oversight.
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Again, publishers have been happy to exploit this lack of clarity. In an article in

Serials Review last year, for instance, Chief Executive of the Association of Learned

and Professional Society Publishers Sally Morris described OA simply as "free,

unrestricted access (to primary research articles) for everyone."

Aware of the growing risks of this lack of clarity, last year Harnad called on the BOAI

signatories "to make explicit what was already implicit" in the BOAI.

In other words, he said, they should amend the BOAI statement to stress that OA

"must be now and must be permanent (not, for example, a feature that is provided for

an instant, a century from now).”

Why does immediacy matter? Its importance will, of course, depend on the

discipline. But in the case of the biomedical sciences (the arena in which much of the

battle for OA is currently being fought out) access to the latest research as quickly as

possible is widely held to be essential.

No official organisation

Harnad's call for clarification, however, fell on deaf ears. But that is hardly surprising,

since the ambiguity surrounding OA is symptomatic of a more serious problem: the

absence of any central OA body to oversee and direct the movement.

Who, after all, could have usefully responded to Harnad's request? Even had the

signatories of the BOAI heeded it, they would not have been able to legislate for the

OA movement as a whole.

For unlike those in the Open Source Movement (who in 1998 created the Open

Source Initiative [OSI]), OA advocates have resisted the creation of an umbrella

organisation, for fear that it would lead to factional infighting, and so slow the

progress of OA.

But is this rational? After all, the Open Source Movement suffers from factionalism

and infighting too. One would only have had to monitor, say, the OSI's license-

discuss list during last year's debate on licence proliferation to see how divided the

movement can be, and how heated discussions can become.

Indeed, there can be few movements that have suffered more from internecine strife

than has the Open Source Movement. What better example can there be than the

oft-cited e-mail threat Eric Raymond sent to Bruce Perens in 1999. While Perens

clearly exaggerated Raymond's message (implying that he feared Raymond might

shoot him), the incident demonstrates just how inflamed discussion about open

source software can become.

Yet despite this factionalism, and despite the insults and abuse, OSI has achieved a

huge amount in the six years since it was established. A quick glance at its history is

enough to see how successful an advocacy organisation it has been.

It has also produced a canonical definition of open source software, and it plays a

vital role in certifying open source software licences.

Taking ownership

The OA movement then could surely only benefit from emulating the Open Source

Movement.

Wouldn’t it be good, for instance, if there were an OA body able to certify anyone

wanting to promote themselves as an OA publisher?

Likewise, wouldn’t it be great if there were an official body able to scrutinise

publishers' self-archiving policies, and award a seal of approval?

And wouldn't it be easier to attract funding if there were a central non-profit OA

organisation?

For while both the Open Society Institute and JISC have proved generous and

enlightened benefactors, the current situation is one in which external organisations

are deciding where funding should be directed, and who should benefit. As such,

they are making important strategic decisions that might be better made by the
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movement itself.

Moreover, with so many worthy causes in need of support, it is surely only a matter

of time before these organisations decide to redirect their funds elsewhere —

possibly before the movement has succeeded in its objectives.

When I interviewed the Open Society Institute's Melissa Hagemann last June, for

instance, she pointed out that while the Open Society Institute had decided to extend

its support for OA beyond the three years initially envisaged, there has never been

any wish to "claim ownership" of the movement. "Our intention from the beginning

was to provide seed funding, and to help to launch a broad-based movement." In

other words, sooner or later, the Open Society Institute will move on.

The fact is that OA advocates have failed to claim ownership of their own movement;

and they have failed to do so out of fear that they might unleash a wave of

self-destructive infighting (as if infighting didn’t already take place). But unless they

do so soon they risk the greater danger that opponents and foot-draggers will

appropriate the movement, and emasculate it in the process.

Right now what the OA movement needs more than anything else is greater clarity,

and a unified response to those who are trying to subvert it. But where is the Open

Access Foundation that can provide this?
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Richard has alerted OA advocates to think about next steps for the OA

movement. His point of view comes from ‘outside’ and he sees the whole

picture more clearly than some of us battling away with our own

priorities.

When you think about the differing constituencies represented by ‘OA

advocates’, it is not a surprise that there is some confusion. There are

the researchers at the universities and research institutes, there are the

libraries, there are the university administrators, there are the publishers

(both commercial and society), there are the distributors, there are those

of us trying to improve access for developing country research

organisations, there are the funding organisations, the Trusts, the

research councils, the academies, the government departments – the list

goes on. And we all have priorities and have come into this ground-

breaking development through different paths and we therefore have

different approaches and levels of understanding. And new people

appear on the scene who have to understand the development from the

beginning again and the confusion continues.

And there is continuing misinterpretation because many are not writing

clearly and because the process has advanced at such a pace that the

original definitions perhaps need refining and new ones established. I

had a message yesterday that talked about ‘…open access and author

pays publishing…’, meaning what? Again, the announcement of the

forthcoming ALPSP /Germany Academic Publishing in Europe

conference says ‘We have seen new funding models such as Open

access ….’, equating OA with OA Publishing only and ignoring the Open
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Access Archiving route to OA. I don’t know if this is misunderstanding or

sloppy writing.

Richard feels there is a need to re-define the terms ‘open access’, ‘open

access archiving’, ‘open access publishing’, ‘open access journals’,

‘institutional repositories’, ‘green journals’, ‘gold journals’, and maybe,

with new developments some additional definitions are needed (hybrid

journals, ‘when is a journal OA’). The definitions are clear on the BOAI

site, but appear on other sites with slight variations

Would the establishment of an OA Federation solve the problem?

People may balk at the setting up of another organisation and worry

about who has the time to do this. Yet, for newcomers there are so many

sites with OA information that it must be difficult to know where to go first

to get the unabridged version of the OA story. So, for a start, can there

not be a web site that everyone *recognises* as being the first port of

call for all matters OA? Maybe the BOAI site could be renamed to reflect

this? Then a Federation may emerge….

In my previous life as a curator of a microbial culture collection, the

existence of a federation for culture collections was invaluable for linking

the activities and interests of a globally dispersed common interest group

and gave us authority and a common voice when needed (eg relating to

biodiversity and biosecurity protocols). But a Federation usually needs a

chairman and a committee and this doesn’t sit comfortably with a

bottom-up initiative such as the OA Initiative. But if it stays as an

‘Initiative’, it sounds temporary, and OA is not. Maybe an Association or

Organisation better describes OA activities. I am not sure, but I feel

Richard is right to suggest we need to think about growing up now.

Barbara Kirsop

Electronic Publishing Trust for Development

http://www.epublishingtrust.org

March 21, 2006 10:06 p.m.

Richard Poynder said...

Chris Armbruster has asked me to post this comment for him:

Stevan Harnad yesterday called for new (biblio)metrics [on the American

Scientist Open Access Forum]. This is where I see the role of an Open

Access foundation. If the OA movement believes it has the evidence that

shows that the OA model is superior in terms of scholarly communication

and impact, then these new metrics will provide the incentive that should

trigger the balance in favour of OA.

I would value achieving OA by incentives more highly than relying on

regulatory oversight, canonical definitions and mandatory repositories. I

also think that a 'strategy by compulsion' will fail. It will fail because it is

alien to scholarly culture. It will never be supported where it matters, that

is among the faculty and scholarly community.

On the other hand, new (biblio)metrics, that indicate readership and

citations would hand the advantage to those already practising OA

publishing and archiving. In the scholarly world that will provide

inducement enough — for who does not want to be read and cited? And

be able to show this?

Chris Armbruster - Post-Doctoral Research Fellow of the Fondazione

Antonio Ruberti (awarded by EIROforum - CERN, EFDA, EMBL, ESA,

ESO, ESRF and ILL) - Visiting Fellow, Robert Schuman Centre for

Advanced Studies

http://ssrn.com/author=434782

Research Network 1989 http://www.cee-socialscience.net/1989/

March 24, 2006 1:24 p.m.
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Stevan Harnad said...

Chris Armbruster (CA) said:

"I would value achieving OA by incentives more highly than.. mandatory

repositories. I... think that a 'strategy by compulsion' will fail... It will never

be supported where it matters, that is among the faculty and scholarly

community. On the other hand, new (biblio)metrics, that indicate

readership and citations would hand the advantage to those already

practising OA publishing and archiving. In the scholarly world that will

provide inducement enough? for who does not want to be read and

cited?"

Speculation is fine, but empirical data are better. CA speculates that

scholars will not support a mandate. Two international, interdisciplinary

JISC Surveys indicate that 95% of them will.

Swan, A. and Brown, S. (2005) Open access self-archiving: An author

study. JISC Technical Report Key Perspectives Inc.

And the actual outcome with the institutions that have mandated

self-archiving to date confirms the JISC survey predictions. Moreover,

the mandates are already based on incentives, since as citation metrics

are already being used in salary/promotion; hence to mandate deposit is

to mandate maximising the publish-or-perish beans that are already

being counted in the author's favour! (And the findings on the research

impact benefits of OA are already published, and hence known, but

clearly that isn't enough: mandates are still needed.)

March 24, 2006 2:25 p.m.

Chris Armbruster said...

Dear Stevan, dear Richard,

Evidence is also - as you keep repeating - that only four institutions have

a mandatory IOA (Institutional Open Archive) policy, plus the Wellcome

Trust. You might call it speculation or mere opinion, but as a sociologists

and a student of issues related to science and the university I have to tell

you that my hunch his that a push for mandatory IOA will not to tip

scales, not in 5, not in 10 and not in 15 years.

Richard has a great idea here with the OA foundation, and - as you

noted yourself on AmSci - the new UK RAE metrics provide the incentive

and the opportunity to get going on web(biblio)metrics. Since we all know

very well that 'quality metrics' increasinlgy make a difference to the

fortunes of universities, departments and scientists, there is a golden

window of opportunity. It would be a shame to miss it just because the

OA movement is fixated on either the gold (OA publishing) or the green

(OA archiving) road, when in fact the data road (well, data highway)

would do the trick.

March 24, 2006 5:18 p.m.

Stevan Harnad said...

Chris Armbruster said:

"Evidence is also - as you keep repeating - that only four institutions

have a mandatory IOA (Institutional Open Archive) policy, plus the

Wellcome Trust. You might call it speculation or mere opinion, but as a

sociologists and a student of issues related to science and the university

I have to tell you that my hunch his that a push for mandatory IOA will

not to tip scales, not in 5, not in 10 and not in 15 years."

Sociological opinion and prediction duly noted! Tune in again in a few

months to see how things are going empirically...

"Richard has a great idea here with the OA foundation, and - as you

noted yourself on AmSci - the new UK RAE metrics provide the incentive

and the opportunity to get going on web(biblio)metrics. Since we all know

very well that 'quality metrics' increasinlgy make a difference to the

fortunes of universities, departments and scientists, there is a golden
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window of opportunity. It would be a shame to miss it just because the

OA movement is fixated on either the gold (OA publishing) or the green

(OA archiving) road, when in fact the data road (well, data highway)

would do the trick."

Richard proposed founding an OA foundation in order to help coordinate

the various OA initiatives and the definition of OA. The incentive to

provide OA in order to increase one's citations is there, the causal

connection is demonstrated (except for a few sceptics), but that is simply

not enough to get the academic cavalry to do what's in their own best

interests. That's also why we needed a "publish or perish" mandate in

the first place: Not enough to say "Publishing's good for you."

Waiting for the feedback from metrics to win over researchers one by

one is fine for people who have just gotten into the OA game and have

lots of patience and time on their hands. Not for old war-horses like me,

who have already been waiting far too long for the optimal and

inevitable...

No, 100% OA is already reachable and already overdue. Mandates are

the way, not a slow sociological study of researchers' morays. The

bean-counters (researchers' employers and funders) call the tune, and

all that's needed is for the token to fall in their minds, and then they have

the carrots and sticks to fast-forward the whole research community to

the optimal and inevitable at long last.

Amen,

A. Weary Archivangelista

March 24, 2006 9:36 p.m.

Richard Poynder said...

Stevan Harnad is right to point out that I proposed an OA foundation

primarily as a way of helping to coordinate the various OA initiatives and

the definition of OA.

Were such a foundation created it may be that it could help develop new

ways to assess and quantify research impact, and so highlight how OA

increases that impact. But I am not entirely clear precisely what role

Chris Armbruster sees an OA foundation playing in this.

I also think it would be unfortunate if discussion about an OA foundation

were to be so narrowly focused. I would like to think that my proposal

was viewed more broadly than that.

Additionally, it would surely be a mistake to hold back on mandates on

the grounds that researchers might embrace OA voluntarily, once they

have been persuaded of the OA advantage. OA is not only optimal and

inevitable; it is also a matter of urgency. Moreover, if a "strategy by

compulsion" is sure to fail then one might ask why researchers respond

so readily to the "publish or perish" stick.

March 26, 2006 11:48 a.m.
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